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TEHRAN (IFP) - Iran has called on the member states of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building 
Measures in Asia (CICA) to counter United States’ economic terrorism amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

The comment was made by Reza Najafi, the director general for international peace and security at the Iranian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who represented Iran at a meeting of senior officials of member states of the 
Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA).

The event chaired by Kazakhstan was held via video conference on December 11, 2020.
The meeting was themed on reviewing the situation of the region and using member states’ experience in fighting the coronavirus 

pandemic aimed at boosting their development and cooperation with one another. Iran’s delegate at the meeting congratulated 
Kazakhstan on assuming the presidency of CICA for the years 2020-2022 and wished its new Secretary General Kairat Sarybay success.

Najafi also appreciated efforts by CICA member states to tackle existing challenges.
In his speech, the Iranian representative touched upon hot-button issues such as fighting the COVID-19 pandemic 

as the biggest global crisis, the importance of constructive and efficient cooperation in the regard, countering 
unilateralism and boosting multilateralism, the necessity of making sure that all humans across the world have equal 
access to the COVID-19 vaccine, opposition to pursuing any illegal moves, countering the destructive effects of the 
United States’ coercive and unilateral moves and economic terrorism on the campaign against the coronavirus 
pandemic. He also appreciated relentless efforts by different state and private institutions which are seeking to find a 
way to end the coronavirus crisis. Elsewhere in his remarks, he referred to the assassination of top Iranian scientist 
Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, saying most CICA members have already condemned the terrorist act.

Najafi said the assassinated scientist played a key role in medical and peaceful nuclear activities, especially in 
the development of the first Iranian coronavirus diagnosis kit and supervising the production of the vaccine.

He highlighted the perpetrators and the terrorist regime behind Fakhrizadeh’s assassination will pay the price 
for their crime in due time. He also said Iran is fully prepared to work with other CICA members in exchanging 
expertise and knowhow on all issues of mutual interest, especially the COVID-19 pandemic.

A meeting of senior officials of CICA is held biannually aimed at making decisions on the implementation of 
agreements reached and decisions adopted at meetings of CICA heads of state and ministers.

Iran Urges CICA to Counter U.S. Economic Terrorism Amid Pandemic

Iran Economic Growth Rate  

Becomes Positive Despite Sanctions
TEHRAN (IFP) - Health Minister Saeed Namaki 
has hailed the country’s success to deal with the 
coronavirus pandemic and inaugurate new 
projects in spite of the unprecedented pressures 
and hostile sanctions.

It is a divine blessing that Iran has managed to tackle 
the coronavirus pandemic and inaugurate new medical 
projects under the pressure of sanctions, Health 
Minister Namaki said in an address to a Sunday event 
held to open new medical and health projects in South 
Khorasan Province.

“These days that you saw the coronavirus was being 
controlled, (you would not believe) what we went 
through,” the minister added.

After the day of Ashura when the third Shiite 
imam, Imam Hussein (PBUH), and his companions 
suffered great hardship, no other nation had ever 
experienced such difficulties except the Iranian 
nation, he added.

“They (enemies) closed all ways to us, on the currency 
and its transaction, on the import of medicine and 
equipment,” the health minister said.

TEHRAN (MNA) – A top Iranian military general 
says enemies of the Islamic Republic should await 
punishment for assassinating nuclear scientist 
Mohsen Fakhrizadeh.

“Undoubtedly, the revenge for the blood of this 
martyr will be taken from the Arrogant System at a 
proper time and place based on the operational logic 
of the Islamic Revolution front. The US – the Great 
Satan – and the Zionist regime should know that they 
will pay for this crime,” Chief of General Staff of 
Iranian Armed Forces Major General Mohammad 
Hossein Baqerigheri said on Sunday in a meeting with 
the family of Mohsen Fakhrizadeh.

IRAN NEWS POLITICAL DESK

TEHRAN - Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister for Political 
Affairs Abbas Araqchi said on Sunday that Iran is doubtful 
about the US intention in the peace process in Afghanistan.

Araqchi, currently on a visit to Kabul, made the 
remarks in an interview with IRNA.

The U.S. intervention in other countries pursues the 
U.S. interests and advancing their agenda for the other 
countries, Araqchi said.

Iran welcomes the efforts of any country which aim to help 
the peace process in Afghanistan, the Iranian official said, 
however, noting that he is doubtful about the U.S. good faith.  

Asked to comment about a demand by the Taliban 
group and the U.S. for 7,000 other Taliban prisoners to 
be released, Araqchi said that this has to be determined 
by the Afghan government.

He said that Iran supports the Afghan-led peace talks, 
but, does not intend to intervene in the details of the 
agreements or the way the Afghan Government 
implements them.
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Health Ministry Spokeswoman  

Sima Sadat Lari Said on Sunday Some 

247 Iranians Died From Coronavirus 

Disease Over the Past 24 Hours 

Bringing the Total Deaths to 52,196

President of Iran’s National 

Olympic Committee Reza Salehi 

Amiri Arrived in Omani Capital 

Muscat on Sunday to Participate 

At the 39th Olympic Council of 

Asia (OCA) General Assembly

IRAN NEWS ECONOMIC DESK

TEHRAN - Governor of the Central Bank of Iran Abdolnaser Hemmati says the economic growth rate in Iran has 
become positive, both with and without oil revenues.

In a post on his Instagram page on Sunday, the top banker said Iran has achieved a positive economic growth.
The great Iranian nation’s fortitude under the pressure of economic war and outbreak of the coronavirus 

pandemic and the efforts of the Iranian economic activists finally yielded results, Hemmati said.
“As I had already announced according to the course of indices of industrial and agricultural production as well as the growth 

in the credit of working capital of banks, the country’s economic growth has become positive,” the CBI governor announced.
A recent report from the CBI’s economic calculation department shows that the gross domestic product (GDP) 

growth rate during the first six months of the current Iranian year (March 20 – September 21) has been positive 
with and without petrodollars, he stated.

Iran’s economic growth excluding the oil income in the first half of the current Iranian year has increased by 
+1.4 percent compared to the corresponding period last year, while the economic growth with oil has risen by 
+1.3 percent compared with the 6-month period a year earlier, he noted.

The CBI chief finally noted that the economic growth with the inclusion of oil has stood at -2.9 percent and 
+5.1 percent in the last spring and summer, respectively, while the growth rate without oil income has reached 
-0.6 percent in the first quarter and +3.2 percent in the second quarter of this year.

Meanwhile Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization (TPO) is organizing an online 3-day Iran-Europe business 
forum in collaboration with the European Union (EU) which is to open today (December 14).

During this three-day event more than 60 Iranian and European officials will deliver speeches and companies 
from the two sides will hold online B2B meetings.

This investment conference will be run by the UN’s International Trade Center - an agency jointly managed by 
the United Nations and the World Trade Organization - and the TPO.

The main purpose of this event is to create a suitable environment for companies on both sides to engage in 
trade-economic interactions. The Europe-Iran Business Forum, which is funded by the European Union, will 
be the first of its kind in two years, according to a statement by the organizers.
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Reading out the poem “Araz, Araz” and actually it means 
“Aras, Aras (Aras River)” by Turkish President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan has only revealed half a percent of 
hidden malice of this ambitious Freemason that has got 
so bad that even Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad 
Javad Zarif responded to Erdogan’s remarks by saying, 
“No one can talk about our beloved Azerbaijan.”

The esteemed readers remember that during the Azerbaijan-
Armenia conflict over Karabakh, I wrote an article with the 
title of “Atheist or Hypocrisy, Which One Should We Side 
With?” In that article that I wrote on October 7, I explained 
the reason why Erdogan was supporting Azerbaijan 
Republic in war with Armenia that this malicious man thinks 
more of Turkish Empire rather than merely thinking of the 
support of Azerbaijan. But interests definitely required that 
we put Armenia under pressure in order that Erdogan’s 
intentions are materialized by Azerbaijan President Ilham 
Aliyev. In that article I had written 

“Have anyone thought that Turkey in supporting Republic 
of Azerbaijan’s invasion at Armenia is pursuing some part 
of its scenario on Neo-Ottomanization? That Nagorno-
Karabakh dispute has very dimensions and multi-dimensions 
like inland, outland, regional and even international roots 
and for this reason all regional and international actors are 
involved in this dispute, ”and in justifying Turkey’s 
behavior in the very article I had written, “Suppose that we 
have not had and do not have any peaceful relation with 
Armenia which is a non-Islamic country and we call them 
atheist but how can we not see the goals of Turkey behind 
this dispute? Turkey’s interest for active presence in the 
Caucasus region and cooperation and proximity with 
Azerbaijan can be analyzed as the hegemonic goals and its 
major goals can be enumerated clearly. First Turkey with 
supporting Azerbaijan has a strategic approach to the 
Caucasus Region for creating a strategic balance for 
competition with regional actors like Russia and Iran and 
attaches a special attention to extending its joint border with 
Iran. Secondly, economic goals of Turkey in the Caucasus 
Region for providing its energy through developing and 
expanding the oil pipeline (Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan), and 
cooperation with Azerbaijan has a far-sighted process and it 
is part of its Neo-Ottomanization strategy in the region. 
Thirdly, Turkey’s motivation for entering the South 
Caucasus Region is accompanied with a nationalism and 
ideological approach. Turkish language, religion and 
common religion have made Turkey’s President Erdogan 
have a special view blended support from Azerbaijan in the 
Karabakh issue. Now it is quite clear some of expenditures 
which are spent by Pan-Turkism in Iran are financed 
through which avenues. Smartly one should notice that the 
dominant condition on Caucasus region is in a way that 
countries which struggling with crises like Turkmenistan 
and Azerbaijan have to rely on regional and trans-regional 
powers and actors for pursuing their goals and relation 
because of their incapability in managing the crisis and 
settling the disputes. So the success of Turkey in this region 
will not ever be to the benefit of the region.”   Seec Page 7
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Intelligence Ministry Dismantles Foreign Currency Saboteurs

TEHRAN (IFP)  - 
Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Turkey Mevlut 
Cavusoglu has called his 
Iranian counterpart to 
give an assurance that 
Ankara respects the 
Is lamic  Republ ic’s 
sovereignty and territorial 
integrity after the 
Turkish president’s 
recitation of a poem 
provoked unease in Iran.

In the Saturday telephone conversation with Foreign 
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, Cavusoglu 
underlined the close and friendly relations between 
Turkey and Iran, and highlighted Ankara’s definite 
policy of good neighborliness.

Foreign Minister Cavusoglu also gave an assurance that 
Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan fully respects 
Iran’s national sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The senior Turkish diplomat explained that President 
Erdogan had not been aware of the sensitivities 
surrounding the lines he recited in Baku and associated 

the poem only with 
Lachin and Karabakh, 
which is why he recited it 
in the recent event in 
Azerbaijan Republic.

For his part, Foreign 
Minister Zarif underscored 
the significance of friendly 
relations between the two 
neighbours that signify 
mutual respect.

Highlighting the cordial 
ties between the president 

of Turkey and the high-ranking officials of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, Foreign Minister Zarif expressed 
hope for the expansion of bilateral relations on the basis 
of mutual trust.

The phone call from the Turkish foreign minister came 
after President Erdogan provoked controversy when he 
recited lines from a folk song that promises a reunion of 
Azeri-speaking people from Iran and Azerbaijan Republic, 
who are now separated by the Aras border river.

The Turkish leader made the comments at a speech to 
the “Victory Parade” in Baku on Thursday.

Turkey Reaffirms Respect for Iran’s Sovereignty

Speaking in a meeting of chairpersons of Iran and neighboring countries’ joint 
chambers of commerce on Saturday, Es’haq Jahangiri obliged the Iran Chamber of 
Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) to compile a comprehensive 
program with each of neighboring states in the relevant issue.

Jahangiri reiterated that strengthening the transport fleet and resolving problems at 
borders are prerequisites for promoting exports and export activities.

He pointed to the significance of neighboring states in the promotion of export and 
added, “According to the statistics, Iran’s neighboring countries accounted for  
65 percent of country’s total exports share in the first eight months of the current year 
(from March 21 to Nov. 22).”

Therefore, Iran Chamber of Commerce should formulate a clear and precise 
program for cooperation with each of the neighboring states, Jahangiri emphasized.

Promoting and developing cooperation with neighboring states is the main policy 

of the Islamic Republic of Iran, he said, adding, “Neighboring countries are Iran’s 
main export target markets. In addition to determining priorities, necessary platforms 
should be paved for expanding cooperation with these countries.”

Elsewhere in his remarks, Jahangiri emphasized the need for completing 
infrastructures of cooperation with neighboring countries and reiterated, “Despite all 
restrictions, efforts were made to connect country’s national railway to the railway 
network of neighboring countries and giant steps were taken in this field.”

Turning to the significant role of Iran and neighboring countries’ joint 
chambers of commerce in promoting trade and business exchanges, he stated, 
“The joint chambers of commerce can play a leading role in resolving problems 
facing traders and merchants.”

TEHRAN (FNA) - Iran and Brazil inked an agreement 
to speed up the trade of plant products between the two 
countries, Head of Iran Plant Protection Organization 
Keikhosrow Changalvayee said.

Changalvayee said on Saturday that Iran Plant 
Protection Organization and Brazil International 
Plant Protection Convention signed an agreement to 
accelerate and facilitate the trade of plant products.

The agreement was signed at the 2nd Advisory 
Committee of the Islamic Republic of Iran and Brazil.

The Iranian official said that the agreement enables 
the two sides to cooperate on plant quarantine and 
inspection and enjoy the improvement of mutual 
plant products transactions.

He expressed hope that the document will develop the 
trade in bilateral plant products in line with national and 
international plant quarantine rules and regulations.

The virtual Second Advisory Committee was held 
between Iran and Brazil with the participation of some of 
Iran’s Ministry of Agriculture and other Iranian officials. 

In a relevant event in September, the former Brazilian 
Ambassador to Tehran Rodrigo de Azeredo Santos and 
an official with Iran’s agriculture Ministry, Alimurad 
Sarafrazi met and discussed the ways to pave the way 
for signing of commercial documents in a bid to 
facilitate commercial cooperation.

TEHRAN (MNA) – Senior Assistant to Iranian Foreign Minister in Special Political Affairs said on Sun. 
that Iran’s initiative to resolve the Yemeni crisis is on the table.

Ali-Asghar Khaji said Tehran hopes that the countries of the region, the United States, and the enemies 
of Yemen will understand that war cannot be the solution for Yemen and that Iran’s initiative as a 
fundamental solution is still on the table.

He noted that from the beginning of the invasion of Yemen, Iran declared that the solution for this country 
should be political, and for this reason, the Islamic Republic proposed a balanced plan consisting of four 
clauses to resolve the issue.

“Some countries in the region thought that they could resolve the Yemeni issue militarily within three or 
four months without granting political concessions to the Yemeni parties,” he said.

“The military war in Yemen has led to the greatest humanitarian crisis of the century,” Khaji noted, 
“Thousands of women and children have lost their lives and hunger has spread.”

“The aggressors in Yemen did not achieve their goals despite six years of attacks, but the Yemeni people 
were able to create an equation of balance, deterrence, and power in their favor,” he added.

“We hope that the countries of the region, the United States and the enemies of Yemen will understand 
that war cannot be the solution and that Iran’s initiative to stop the aggression, lift the siege, and start the 
Yemeni-Yemeni dialogue is still on the table as a fundamental solution,” he said.

He stressed that the Yemenis have the courage and military strength to confront the “occupiers and 
aggressors” and that there is no need for Iran.

IRAN NEWS NATIONAL DESK

TEHRAN – President Hassan Rouhani said that in times of economic war, reducing livelihood problems and 
providing basic goods has been a priority for the government.

The meeting of the government’s economic coordination headquarters was held on Sunday, chaired by Iran’s 
President Hassan Rouhani.

The President stated in this meeting that in the conditions of economic war, the government has made every effort 
to reduce the living problems of the people, despite the pressure of sanctions and the government’s priority has 
been to provide basic goods to increase public welfare and support the vulnerable people.

Rouhani called controlling the fluctuations of the domestic market and preventing the increase of the prices of 
basic goods, the inflation rate in the country as well as the creation of welfare in the society as the most important 
goals of the government.

He highlighted that the macro-policy of supplying and allocating foreign exchange for basic goods must not 
become a breeding ground for exploitation of opportunities and corruption.

Iran’s Initiative to Resolve Yemeni Crisis on Table

Government’s Priority, Reducing Livelihood Problems

TEHRAN (MNA) – Iran’s Intelligence forces have identified and dismantled a large 
network of economic saboteurs in Yazd province.

According to the ministry’s public relations office, the forces have disbanded a 
ring of economic saboteurs responsible for disrupting the foreign currency market 
in Yazd Province.

Eight offenders have been arrested and handed to the Judiciary and a significant 
amount of currencies and banking documents have been confiscated in the operation.

Expansion of 

Economic Ties with 

Neighbours a Priority
IRAN NEWS ECONOMIC DESK

TEHRAN - Iran’s First Vice President said that strengthening 

transport fleet and resolving problems at borders are required 

for promoting export.

Araqchi, Ex-Afghan 

President Call for Boosting 

Friendly Relations

IRAN NEWS POLITICAL DESK

TEHRAN - The former President of Afghanistan 
wrote about Iran’s Deputy Foreign Minister 
meeting saying: “In this meeting, the strengthening 
of brotherly and friendly relations between Iran and 
Afghanistan was emphasized.”

Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister in his state visit 
to the Afghan capital of Kabul held a meeting with 
former Afghan President Hamid Karzai.

Describing the event, Karzai wrote in his Twitter account 
that “Pleased to meet Hon. Seyed Abbas Araqchi “.

Afghan top diplomat went on to add that “Seyed 
Abbas Araqchi Emphasized the further 
strengthening of the brotherly and friendly relations 
between our countries.”

“We also discussed the next steps in the peace 
process,” concluded Karzai.

During the meeting, Araqchi stressed Iran’s 
support for the government, the democratic 
republic, and the Afghan constitution.

During his visit to Kabul, he also met with 
Mirwais Nab, Political Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Afghanistan.

Both sides discussed the peace talks between the 
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the Taliban 
and the role of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 
establishing a regional consensus on the political 
and security situation in Afghanistan and expanding 
political, economic and trade relations between 

the two countries and other related issues. 
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Tehran, Brasilia to  
Accelerate Trade of Plant Products

TEHRAN (IFP) - Iran has summoned the German 
ambassador to Tehran over the statements released by 
the European Union and Berlin regarding the execution 
of Rouhollah Zam, the administrator of the anti-Iran 
Telegram channel Amad News.

Hans-Udo Muzel, whose country holds the EU’s 
rotating presidency, was summoned after the European 
Union and the German Foreign Ministry released 
interventionist statements regarding Zam.

In the meeting, the director general for European 
affairs at the Iranian foreign ministry strongly 
condemned the statements and dismissed them as 
interference in Iran’s internal affairs.

Rouhollah Zam had been convicted of acting against 
Iran’s internal and external security, spying for French 
intelligence agencies, and desecrating Islamic 
sanctities. Authorities say his online work inspired 
deadly anti-government protests in Iran in 2017.

Hans-Udo Muzel also received Iran’s strong protest at the 
tolerance shown towards elements who provoke violence 
and acts of terror, and have taken refuge in some European 
countries and target the security of Iranian people.

The German diplomat, in turn, said he will notify EU 
officials as well as his country of Iran’s protest.

German Ambassador Summoned Over 
EU’s ‘Interventionist’ Statements

TEHRAN (MNA) – Following the recent remarks of 
the Turkish President, the Iranian lawmakers expressed 
condemnation over divisive literature of Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan, calling it surprising, unacceptable.

In a public session of the Iranian Parliament on 
Sunday, Seyed Mohsen Dehnavi read a statement 
issued by more than 225 lawmakers on the recent 
events and positions of the Turkish President.

We strongly condemn the use of divisive literature 
by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who 
is expected to be a good neighbor and strive for the 
unity of the Islamic world as well as the 
establishment of peace and stability in the region, 
reads the statement.

According to the statement, Iranian parliament 
members attached great importance to the territorial 
integrity of the country. 

They also stressed the unity of the Muslim nations 
noting that the government of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran is obliged to base its general policy on the coalition 
and unity of Islamic nations and to make continuous 
efforts to achieve political, economic, and cultural 
unity in the Islamic world.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan traveled to 
Baku on Thursday to attend a military parade of 
Azerbaijani forces on the occasion of the liberation of 
the occupied territories. At the ceremony, which was 
also attended by Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev, 
Erdogan recited a separatist poem about the Aras River 
on the Iranian-Azerbaijani border.

Majlis Terms Erdogan’s Literature 
Surprising, Unacceptable

Fakhrizadeh’s Family Receive 
First-Class Medal of Nasr

TEHRAN (IRNA) - Chief of Staff of the Iranian Armed 
Forces Major General Mohammad Baqeri presented 
the first-class Medal of Nasr (Victory) with a signature 
of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution to the 
family of the recently-assassinated scientist Mohsen 
Fakhrizadeh- on Sunday.

General Baqeri awarded the medal to Fakhrizadeh’s 

family at their home.
Medal of Nasr is the armed forces’ highest medal.
Dr. Fakhrizadeh, Deputy Minister of Defense and 

Head of the Research and Innovation Organization 
of the Ministry of Defense of Iran, who was 
described by the Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei as “a distinguished nuclear and defense 
scientist”, was assassinated and attained martyrdom 
on Friday evening, November 27, near the town of 
Absard, Damavand city in east Tehran during a 
terrorist operation by the criminal agents of the 
Zionist regime.

“First to investigate this crime and firmly prosecute 
its perpetrators and its commanders, second to 
continue the martyr’s scientific and technological 
efforts in all the sectors where he was active,” 
Khamenei.ir quoted the Supreme Leader of the 
Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei 
as speaking about the incident.
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Speaking to ILNA, Mohammad Hossein Malaek, reacting to the newly launched 
railway network between Turkey and China, said that the direct railway between 
China and countries in the region is pursued both by China and countries like Turkey 
and Iran which is keen to become regional power. He added that besides this, the 
Turkish have another policy to take advantage of opportunities which have been 
created due to the U.S. sanctions on Iran and they are after having relation with the 
Central Asia independent of Iran.

He further said that Turkey has tried to direct different gas pipeline from Azerbaijan 
and Kazakhstan toward Turkey to round Iran and it is also investing on rail network 
between Baku in Azerbaijan and Port of Almaty in Kazakhstan.

Malaek noted that on the whole, Turkey’s general policy is to adjust their relations 
with the Central Asia and they prefer to connect to China which is the center of 
production and services in the world.

He added that such similar behaviors and attitudes from Turkey are nothing new, 
adding that after Turkey reached agreement with Russia on the Karabakh issue it 

defined some MoUs to connect Azerbaijan, Armenia, Nakhichevan and Turkey 
together. He reiterated that this idea that Turkey adopts a policy for eliminating Iran 
from the regional passages is nothing strange.

Malaek also said Iran has a railway which has potential to join Europe but the problem 
is than Lake Van in Turkey is between Iran and Turkey and for years Turkey does not 
accept this railway network to round the lake. So when trains reach Lake Van, they have 
to transfer their cargos to ships in order to be taken to the other side of the lake and again 
the cargoes are loaded on the trains to continue their journeys, he added. This has created 
problem for transportation of goods and reduced the speed of delivery, he said.

The former envoy said that the Turks have been pursuing this policy for years and 
even Afghans decide to reach Europe via Iranian route, they will face with Turkish 
dilemma. He said Turkey has created this headache for us and anybody connects Iran 
will face with the same headache.

On the goals of China for connecting to Turkey, Malaek said that China’s policy is 
to deprive the U.S. marine connections via land connections and it is why China has 
been connected to Turkey via railway. He noted in the hypothetical war the U.S. as a 
major marine power can close all marine routes but China has revived all land routes 
by the Silk Road to rescue itself from the hypothetical U.S. marine siege. So China 
is after different ways to take its products and services to the consumption and 
production markets of the world, he concluded.

PRAYER TIME

Noon (Zohr)                            11:59

Evening (Maghreb)               17:12

Tomorrow’s Dawn (Fajr)      05:37

Tomorrow’s Sunrise              07:07

141. (These are) the ones who wait and watch about you: if ye do gain a victory from Allah, they say:  
“Were we not with you?”- but if the unbelievers gain a success, they say (to them): “Did we not gain an advantage 
over you, and did we not guard you from the believers?” but Allah will judge betwixt you on the Day of Judgment. 
And never will Allah grant to the unbelievers a way (to triumphs) over the believers.            Surah 4. Women ( 141 )

IRAN NEWS ECONOMIC DESK

TEHRAN - During the week ending on Wednesday 
December 9, over 860,000 tons of commodities worth 
nearly $375m were traded on the Iran Mercantile 
Exchange (IME)  platform. 

The IME trading floor witnessed trades of  
867 000 tons of petrochemical, metal and mineral 
as well as agricultural underlying commodities 
during the third week of Azar hitting 70% growth in 
volume and 53% in value.

 The IME market performance was eye-catching 
within the period in question as the industrial trading 
floor of the exchange saw transactions of 471,000 tons 
of steel (463,000 tons), copper (3400 tons), aluminum 
(1890 tons) and gold (24 kilogram) and many other 
products worth nearly $225m.

The petrochemical market of the exchange operating 
both domestic and export trading floors registered 396,000 
tons of vacuum bottom (140,000 tons), bitumen, polymers 
(65,000 tons), chemicals, Lube cut (22,000 tons), 
insulation, base oil, argon and sulfur (15,000 tons).

In the same period, the side market of the IME traded 
590 tons of over the counter commodities.

IME Market Posts 70% 
Growth in Weekly Trade

Turkey After 

Eliminating Iran From 

Regional Passages
IRAN NEWS ECONOMIC DESK

TEHRAN – Iran’s former ambassador to China believes Turkey 

is pursuing another policy to take advantage from the condition 

that the U.S. sanctions on Iran has created for them and they are 

after  restoring their relations with the Central Asian states 

independent of Iran.
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TEHRAN (IP) - Deputy head of economic And investment affairs of Imam Khomeini Airport City 
Co announced About 1100 billion Rials considered for investing at the Airport by the private sector.

 “Unfortunately the COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the aviation 
industry due to travel restrictions and a slump in demand among travelers so we need to 
improve our businesses in the airport”, told Sajad Kamalipour Member of the Board of 
Directors at IKAC to IKAC News.

Emphasizing the necessity of operating air taxis in the country, the official added,  
“If we want to develop the aviation industry in our country, operating air taxis is one of the 
ways to achieve this goal.”

By the development of the Air Taxi fleet by the mentioned airline, two Embraer aircraft with a 
capacity of 50 people and a 604 Challenger with a capacity of 9 people have bought, and 
increased from three to four in the short term and will increase the power and capacity of the complex.

Iranian Airport to Receive 
New Investment Priority

O
n Thursday, December 11, 2016, 

Minister of Industry, Mines and Trade 

(IMT) Alireza Razm Hosseini and a 

group of his deputies visited the Mobarakeh 

steel production lines. In a speech, he asked 

Wajihullah Jafari, Chairman of the Board of 

Directors of Imidro, to implement the hot 

rolling project No. 2 of Mobarakeh Steel with 

the cooperation of the company’s managers 

as soon as possible.He considered the 

managerial stability of Mobarakeh Steel as one of the successes of this group and said: “Every 

company that has efficient and stable managers has also benefited from good successes.” 

Mobarakeh Steel Company is one of the organizations that, with its former and current 

qualified managers, Engineer Azimian, helps to improve the level of knowledge, technology, 

production, efficiency, productivity and expansion of this organization. They have followed their 

development plans well.Razm Hosseini added: “One of the new programs of the Ministry of 

IMT is to raise capital from the capital market.” Today, liquidity in the country has reached 3400 

thousand billion tomans and stray money in the Iranian economy is spinning in inefficient 

markets. In this context, it is the duty of government, managers and policymakers to direct 

liquidity to increase production and production programs. Therefore, the Ministry of IMT 

considers the collection of these stray funds in the capital market and their orientation towards 

the automotive, non-ferrous and textile metals and household appliances as its main plans. 

Undoubtedly, this action will lead to economic growth and job creation.He considered the 

elimination of annoying laws and administrative bureaucracy as the second action of this 

ministry and said: “One of our goals in the ministry is to implement this strategy and we will 

definitely implement it.” Maybe other ministries will accompany the Ministry of IMT in this 

direction. To the best of our ability, we will pave the way for the economic Mujahideen, 

entrepreneurs and capitalists in the field of production-oriented economy.The Minister of IMT 

mentioned the existence of steel mills, petrochemical plants and other domestic producers as 

an important factor in resilience against sanctions. “Sanctions and the fight against the corona 

have cost the government dearly,” he said. To this day, the government has stood its ground 

and maintained its dignity and that of the country. In such circumstances, many development 

projects have been started and implemented. These plans have come to fruition, which is very 

big and important.In this regard, he clarified: Mobarakeh Steel can be the center of 

development of the province. With the plan that managers have in mind and the social 

attachment program for well-known and large companies that strengthen small companies, 

businesses and the situation of micro-job opportunities and security indicators will easily 

improve. In this way, we will no longer see the migration of villagers to big cities. Remember 

that the annual migration of 250,000 people to big cities and the marginalization of 25 million 

of the country’s population is not at all beautiful in Iran. Today we have high speed internet in 

the villages, but the people of these villages still do not have businesses. If the esteemed 

governor of Isfahan, the representatives of the Supreme Leader and the esteemed members 

of parliament in this province are sympathetic, the Ministry of IMT is also ready to mobilize 

honest and religious businessmen for sustainable and balanced development in this province. 

This is certainly possible.Minister Samat said that the liberalization of exports in recent weeks 

is not a big step towards the development of imports of essential goods and raw materials. 

Instead of suing the exporter in court, it is now moving to supply the factories with essential 

goods and raw materials. According to the brave decision of the President in the last few 

weeks, 8400 million goods deposited in the country’s customs are to be cleared. This work is 

underway.In response to a reporter’s question, he said: “The supply of steel products on the 

stock exchange has been to support production.” According to the communiqué of the 

government’s economic headquarters, all steel products must be offered on the commodity 

exchange and exported in surplus.Alireza Razm Hosseini also stated: The purpose of 

announcing this policy was to strengthen production so that the supply and demand of the 

product in the commodity exchange can be done in a transparent manner. Using this method 

and method will balance prices.He added: “In the steel document of the country, quotas have 

been done with the interaction of private sector organizations, and there are no restrictions on 

exports, and with this method, exports can also be done.”Razm Hosseini said that one of the 

goals of his visit and that of the accompanying delegation was to launch the hot rolling line 

development project No. 2 for Mobarakeh Steel. He continued: The development plans of this 

company are being implemented with an investment of nearly one billion Euros and 30 

thousand billion Tomans. This is a very good investment.He said that the country’s steel 

industry has played an important role in lifting sanctions and supplying raw materials to related 

factories. In addition to meeting domestic needs, the country’s steel industry has exported a 

significant portion of its products. This industry has been a currency for the country at this 

critical juncture.Announcing that an economic project worth 100,000 billion Tomans has been 

prepared in the field of industry and mining, Minister Samat said: “To finance these projects 

with the good cooperation of the Ministry of Economy and the Stock Exchange Organization, 

we will use the capital market to put pressure on banks.” Do not enter and people can also 

participate directly in production by participating in these projects.

Cooperation in the implementation of the hot rolling 

project No. 2 of Mobarakeh Steel is a national duty

Deputy Minister of IMT and Chairman of the Board of 

Directors of Imidro, on the sidelines of Minister 

Samat’s visit to Mobarakeh Steel Company and in an 

interview with a steel reporter, called cooperation in the 

implementation of the hot rolling project No. 2 of 

Mobarakeh Steel a national duty.Wajihullah Jafari 

mentioned the hot rolling plan number 2 of Mobarakeh 

Steel and the supply of raw materials as two important and basic issues for this huge complex 

and said: regarding the hot rolling plan number 2, follow-ups should be done so that together 

with the colleagues and the management complex of Mobarakeh Steel, Let’s conclude this 

issue in a short period of time.He added: “Certainly, the hot rolling plan number 2 should be 

implemented as soon as possible, because it is very effective in the future of Mobarakeh Steel 

and the supply of the country’s sheet market.”The Deputy Minister of Industry, Mines and 

Trade further emphasized on solving the problems of this project as soon as possible.The 

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Imidro, stating that as a supervisory body, we consider 

it our duty to accompany Mobarakeh Steel in the supply of raw materials, added: “We will try 

to develop a package to supply Mobarakeh Steel raw materials without any worries in a short 

period of time.”In the end, he noted: “In the field of supply of raw materials, we will definitely 

see the cooperation of Imidro, the Ministry and the Minister of IMT.”

With the approval of the forthcoming General 

Assembly, the value of the company’s capital will 

reach 304,500 billion rials

During the visit of Minister Samat to the factory, the CEO 

of Mobarakeh Steel, while presenting a report on the 

production process and achievements of Mobarakeh Steel 

in recent years, said: “Mobarakeh Steel was born of the 

Islamic Revolution and managers and contractors built the 

company with their dedication during the holy defense.” 

And exploited and thereby created honor and pride for the country.Hamidreza Azimian named 

Mobarakeh Steel Group as the largest producer of sponge iron in the world and the largest 

steelmaker in the Middle East and Mena region with a 20% share of steel production and said: 

“With the approval of the forthcoming General Assembly, the capital value of the company will 

reach 304,500 billion rials.” The market value of this company has now reached over 300 

thousand billion tomans. Currently, 7.2 million tons of steel is produced within the company and 

in Mobarakeh Steel Group (Mobarakeh Steel, Hormozgan Steel and Saba Steel Complex) the 

production capacity has increased to about 10.2 million tons.He continued: about 1000 factories 

in the country are responsible for supplying goods and consumables of Mobarakeh Steel and 

about 3000 workshops use the products of this company in their production lines and turn 

Mobarakeh steel sheets into final products.The CEO of Mobarakeh Steel, noting that there are 

currently about 350,000 direct and indirect jobs in the production chain of Mobarakeh Steel, 

said: “In addition to the mentioned companies, there are other holdings including Tokafolad, 

Atiehfolad, Mining and Metals Development Investment Holding and Holdings.” Mobarakeh 

Steel Group is present. Meanwhile, one of the largest financial holdings in the country is being 

established by Mobarakeh.He mentioned the existence of a complete production chain in 

Mobarakeh Steel as the main factor in increasing the company’s profit and revenue and said: 

The sale of Mobarakeh Steel in 1997 was about 23 thousand billion Tomans and in 1998 was 

about 40 thousand billion Tomans and this year it is predicted that The number will reach 55,000 

billion tomans in sales. For this reason, it can be said that Mobarakeh Steel, in addition to being 

an industrial enterprise, is also an economic enterprise and plays a very important role in the 

capital market.Explaining the performance of the company’s production lines, he said: “The 

company has had a growing trend in the first eight months of this year compared to the same 

period last year; Due to the efforts of its employees, the production of pellets in the mentioned 

period in 1997 was close to 6 million tons and this year has increased to about 7 million tons. 

In the production of sponge iron from 7 million tons to 7 million and 800 thousand tons and in 

crude steel from 6 million and 200 thousand tons to 6 million 690 thousand tons.He stated that 

the company faced a decline in production last year: Two main reasons, namely the lack of raw 

materials and the definite shortage of gas for about two months, were the most important 

reasons for the decline in production, which requires respected officials to think of a solution 

and take urgent action. Let us remember that Mobarakeh Steel lost about 2,500 billion Tomans 

in 1998, for the reasons mentioned. It should not be forgotten that Mobarakeh Steel is one of 

the factories that can produce more than its nominal capacity, but it is unfortunate that we do 

not use this capacity due to the lack of raw materials.He added: “Mobarakeh Steel tries to 

deliver goods to customers and consumers to control and calm the market, and according to 

the ministry officials’ emphasis on providing maximum domestic market, this year we saw a 

32% decrease in exports and a decrease in exports in the long run. Brings with it.He announced 

the establishment of a financial holding in Mobarakeh Steel and said: “From 1997 until now, the 

registered capital of Mobarakeh Steel will reach 30,000 billion Tomans from 7,500 billion 

Tomans until December of this year, with the approval and decision of the forthcoming General 

Assembly.”Azimian added: “Many listed companies may apply for capital increase from the 

place of revaluation, but the capital increase in Mobarakeh Steel is quite real and is done from 

the accumulated unallocated profit of shareholders, and therefore Mobarakeh Steel shares are 

very valuable stocks.”The CEO of Mobarakeh Steel said that due to the inflammation that 

occurred in the last two or three months, the first license to create treasury shares called 

Mobarakeh Steel has been issued. “As we know, no stock exchange company has the right to 

buy its own shares, but the Exchange Organization created a solution to Do not create a sales 

queue and by obtaining a license to buy and maintain treasury shares, about 2080 billion 

tomans were purchased from steel shares. Also, in order to support the shares of Mobarakeh 

Steel Group companies, the company has established a marketing investment fund with a 

capital of 800 billion Tomans, and this fund is currently operating in the capital market. When 

the company’s capital increases, Mobarakeh Steel will be the largest listed company in terms 

of nominal value.He further informed about the definition of about one billion Euros project in 

Mobarakeh Steel and said: 20 thousand billion Tomans is also the domestic share. These 

projects include hot rolling number 2, increasing the capacity of Hormozgan steel by 500,000 

tons (reaching a capacity of 2 million tons), launching the 800,000 ton steel plant of Sefiddasht 

steel, Ardakan graphite electrode production plant, increasing the capacity of Kashan Auto 

Sheet Company. Also, about 20,000 billion tomans will be transferred to domestic contractors 

across the country, which will be an effective action to implement the Supreme Leader’s order 

to increase production.He mentioned the hot rolling project No. 2 of Mobarakeh Steel as one of 

the main projects in the field of the country’s steel industry and said: “By producing the raw 

sheet needed to produce oil and gas transmission pipes from Goreh to Jask, we showed that 

we are behind the world in the field of crude steel production We are not and we have moved 

forward with the world, but we are behind the world in producing sheets. If we do not produce 

new grade sheets in the next 3 to 5 years, Mobarakeh Steel will suffer the same fate as the 

country’s backward factories.Azimian further mentioned the implementation of the fourth 

generation technology project in Mobarakeh Steel as another super project being implemented 

by the company and said: “Mobarakeh Steel now has the third generation of technology and is 

trying to move forward with the world towards the fourth generation, which is very smart.” This 

is exactly the move on the path of enrichment that has always been emphasized by the 

Supreme Leader of the Revolution.It is worth mentioning that at the beginning of the visit, the 

Minister of Industry, Mines and Trade and the delegation paid their respects to the martyrs by 

attending the Ascension of the Martyrs of Mobarakeh Steel and then planted a sapling in the 

garden of the company’s stuff space.

IMT Minister Ordered the Implementation of the Hot 

Rolling Project No. 2 of Mobarakeh Steel Company
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ALGIERS (Reuters) - Algeria on Saturday rejected a decision by 
outgoing U.S. President Donald Trump to recognise Moroccan 
sovereignty over Western Sahara, saying the step would undermine 
efforts to end the decades-long conflict over the desert territory.

Trump’s administration said it was recognising Moroccan claims to Western Sahara as part of a deal under which 
Morocco agreed to normalise its relations with Israel.

In Algiers, the Foreign Ministry said the U.S. decision “has no legal effect because it contradicts U.N. resolutions, 
especially U.N. Security Council resolutions on Western Sahara”.

ZURICH (Reuters) - Switzerland has frozen the financial assets of the 

president of Belarus, Alexander Lukashenko, following the violent 

aftermath of the elections in the east European country.

Lukashenko and son Viktor are among 15 people banned from entering or travelling through Switzerland,  

the government said.

The individuals are alleged to be responsible for the use of violence and arbitrary arrests, it said.

Algeria Rejects Trump’s 

Stance on Western Sahara

Swiss Freeze Assets of 

Belarus Leader Lukashenko

CARACAS (Reuters) - 
Venezuela’s opposition, led by 
Juan Guaido, on Saturday 
concluded a “popular consultation” 
to repudiate President Nicolas 
Maduro’s government after boycotting a congressional vote last Sunday.

The consultation started virtually on Monday and ended with in-person 
participation. With 87% of responses reviewed, the opposition said just 
under 6.5 million people participated. Of those, over 3 million voted in 
person, and 2.4 million online. Close to 845,000 Venezuelans abroad took 
part, the opposition reported.

The effort was aimed at helping the opposition demonstrate a broad 
rejection of Maduro, but it does not offer a clear path toward a 
change of government.

The legislative elections returned Maduro’s allies to congress despite an 
economy in ruins, aggressive U.S. sanctions that stifle the OPEC nation’s 
oil exports and the migration of some 5 million citizens. The Maduro 
government said 5.2 million Venezuelans voted in the election.

Congress was the last state institution not in the hands of the ruling 
Socialist Party.

The idea of a popular consultation was proposed in August by Guaido, 
who is recognized by dozens of countries as Venezuela’s legitimate 
president following Maduro’s disputed 2018 re-election.

Opposition leaders and most Western nations said the election was 
stacked in favor of Maduro, who has been widely criticized for his human 
rights record and for undermining democracy to stay in power.

On Thursday, Maduro said that “no internet consultation has 
constitutional status... No one could think that an internet consultation 
has legal value.”

Blanca Marmol, a former supreme court magistrate who helped organize 
the popular consultation, told a news conference, “This is, I want to 
emphasize, the last resource we have in the constitution.”

Organizers on Saturday reported incidents in 11 of Venezuela’s 24 states, 
with police and ruling party supporters removing some opposition sites for 
the informal vote.

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Conservative groups 
claiming without evidence that the Nov. 3 election 
was stolen from President Donald Trump staged 
protests across the country on Saturday, with one in 
Washington turning violent at times as police broke up sporadic clashes after dark.

Organizers of Stop The Steal, linked to pro-Trump operative Roger Stone, and church groups urged supporters 
to participate in “Jericho Marches” and prayer rallies.

But groups of pro-Trump “Proud Boys” protesters and “Antifa” counterprotesters brawled in downtown 
Washington on Saturday night. Police moved in quickly to separate them, using pepper spray on members of both 
sides, Reuters witnesses said. Around 200 members of the Proud Boys, a violent far-right group, had joined the 
marches earlier on Saturday near the Trump hotel. Many wore combat fatigues, black and yellow shirts and 
ballistic vests, carried helmets and flashed hand signals used by white nationalists.

Earlier, police in riot gear and on bicycles kept the opposing demonstrators apart by blocking streets. After dark 
fell, the protesters - including members of the aggressive far-left anti-facism movement - splintered into smaller 
groups to roam the streets in search of their rivals.

Protests were also held in other communities around the country, including Atlanta, Georgia, another state where Trump’s 
campaign has sought to overturn Joe Biden’s election victory, and Mobile, Alabama, according to local news coverage.

Local media in the Washington state capital of Olympia reported here that one person was shot and three arrested 
after clashes between pro- and anti-Trump protest groups. More than 50 federal and state court rulings have upheld 

Biden’s victory. The U.S. 
Supreme Court on Friday 
rejected a long-shot lawsuit 
filed by Texas and backed by 
Trump seeking to throw out 
voting results in four states.

“Whatever the ruling was 
yesterday ... everybody take a deep, 
deep breath,” retired Army General 
Mike Flynn, Trump’s former 
national security adviser, told 
protesters in front of the Supreme 
Court, referring to the court’s 
refusal to hear the Texas case.

Flynn who twice pleaded 
guilty to lying to the FBI about 
contacts with the former Russian 
ambassador, spoke in his first 
public address since Trump 
pardoned him on Nov. 24.

“My charge to you is to go back 
to where you are from” and make 
demands, Flynn told the crowd, 
without being more specific. The 
U.S. Constitution is “not about 
collective liberty it is about 
individual liberties, and they 
designed it that way,” he said.

BRUSSELS (Reuters) - U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres called on every country to declare a “climate 
emergency” on Saturday, as world leaders marking the fifth anniversary of the Paris climate accord made mostly 
incremental pledges relative to the scale of the crisis.

Guterres made his call at a summit aimed at building on momentum behind the Paris deal, buoyed in recent 
months by renewed commitment from China and the prospect of U.S. President-elect Joe Biden bringing the 
United States back into the pact.

Nevertheless, the dozens of leaders who spoke mostly offered tweaks to existing commitments or promises of bolder 
moves before crucial talks in Glasgow in late 2021, rather than breakthrough new policies to hasten the end of fossil fuels.

“Can anybody still deny that we are facing a dramatic emergency?” Guterres, a former Portuguese prime minister 
who has made climate change his signature issue, said via video.

“That is why today, I call on all leaders worldwide to declare a State of Climate Emergency in their countries 
until carbon neutrality is reached.”

With the impacts of climate change 
increasingly stark since the Paris deal 
was struck - ranging from wildfires 
in Australia and California to 
collapsing ice sheets - popular 
pressure has grown on leaders to 
listen to warnings from scientists.

Britain, co-hosting the summit, 
made one of the clearest new 
commitments, announcing late on 
Friday it would stop direct 
government support for overseas 
fossil fuel projects.

Campaigners hailed the move for 
putting pressure on other G7 
economies to restrict support for oil 
and gas companies.

Renewed pledges to back Paris 
from countries such as India, 
Germany and France were welcomed 
less in terms of substance and more 
for keeping alive hopes of faster 
action to meet the monumental 
challenge of halving global emissions 
by 2030 in line with the Paris deal.

Chinese President Xi Jinping, who 
surprised many in September when he 
announced the world’s biggest producer 
of climate-warming emissions would 
become carbon neutral by 2060, and 
unveiled targets to speed the expansion 
of wind and solar power.

“China always honours its 
commitments,” Xi said.

But China showed no signs of 
bowing to calls from Guterres and 
campaigners to wind down finance 
for new coal-fired power plants, a 
major source of emissions.

Japan and South Korea, which both 
pledged in October to reach net-zero 
emissions by 2050, likewise made no 
commitments on coal finance - 
though they did pledge to submit 
more ambitious emissions targets 
under the Paris accord.

Venezuela’s Opposition Concludes 
Popular Consultation to Reject Maduro

U.N. Chief Urges Countries to 
Declare Climate Emergency

Pro-Trump Protests Decry 
President’s Election Loss

LONDON (Reuters) - Talks between Britain 
and the European Union on a post-Brexit 
trade deal will continue overnight but London 
believes the current offer from the EU 
remains unacceptable, a British government 
source said on Saturday.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson and 
European Commission chief Ursula von der 
Leyen both said on Friday that Britain was likely to complete its journey out 
of the EU in three weeks without a trade deal.

“Talks are continuing overnight, but as things stand the offer on the table 
from the EU remains unacceptable,” the British source said.

“The prime minister will leave no stone unturned in this process, but he is 
absolutely clear: any agreement must be fair and respect the fundamental 
position that the UK will be a sovereign nation in three weeks’ time.”

The EU and Britain are at loggerheads over fishing rights, economic fair play 
and dispute settlement despite months of talks to cover trade after Dec. 31, 
when a transition period that has kept the country in the bloc’s single market 

and customs union following its 
January exit comes to an end.

The two sides have set a deadline of 
Sunday to find agreement and prevent 
a chaotic break.

EU’s Trade Deal offer to Britain “Remains Unacceptable”

PARIS (Dispatches) - Paris police have taken nearly 
150 people into custody in what quickly became a 
tense protest against proposed security laws, with 
officers wading into the crowds of several thousand to 
haul away suspected troublemakers.

On Saturday, police targeted protesters they 
suspected might coalesce together into violent groups 
like those who vandalized stores and vehicles and 
attacked officers at previous demonstrations.

The interior minister said police had detained 142 people. 
Long lines of riot officers and police vehicles with blue 
lights flashing escorted Saturday’s march through rain-
slickened streets. They hemmed in protesters, seeking to 
prevent a flare-up of violence. A police water cannon 
doused demonstrators at the end of the march, as night fell.

Thousands of marchers were protesting against a 
proposed security law that has sparked successive 
weekends of demonstrations and against a draft law 
aimed at combating “radicalism”.

The security bill’s most contested measure could make it 
more difficult to film police officers. It aims to outlaw the 
publication of images with the intent to cause harm to police.

Critics fear the security bill, which has been adopted 
by the lower house of parliament, could erode media 

freedom and make it more difficult to expose police 
brutality. The provision caused such an uproar that the 
government has decided to rewrite it.

Slogans on placards carried by marchers in Paris said  
“I will never stop filming” and “Camera equals mutilation?”

There were also protests in other cities. In Lyon, in the 
southeast, authorities reported five arrests among people 
they said attacked police and sought to loot shops.

Footage of white police beating up an unarmed Black 
music producer in his Paris studio on November 21 
amplified anger over the legislation, widely seen as 
signalling a rightward lurch by President Emmanuel 
Macron. Other incidents caught on camera have shown 
police in Paris using violence to tear down a migrant camp.

In the face of mounting protests, Macron’s ruling 
LREM party announced it would rewrite the bill’s 
controversial Article 24, dealing with filming the police.

But the announcement fell short of the mark for left-wing 
protesters and rights groups, who are demanding that the 
law be completely withdrawn.

In scenes reminiscent of the “yellow vest” anti-government 
protests of late 2018 and early 2019, shop windows were 
smashed and vehicles set alight last week in Paris as small 
groups of demonstrators clashed with police.

More Than 100 Arrested at Paris  

Protest Against Security Bill
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Saudi Arabia, South Korea Build Intellectual Property Rights

CAIRO (Reuters) - United Arab Emirates’ (UAE) non-oil gross domestic product (GDP) is expected 
to grow by 3.6% in 2021, state news agency WAM reported on Saturday citing central bank estimates, 
suggesting the economy will rebound from an expected contraction in 2020.

The Central Bank of UAE, in its second-quarter report on the economy, had recently said the non-oil 
economy was projected to contract 4.5% for 2020 as a whole due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The state news agency said 388 billion dirham ($105.6 billion) worth of total economic support 
packages and initiatives have been announced since the start of the pandemic.

MOSCOW (Reuters) - Lukoil plans to sell its 50% stake in Turgai Petroleum, its oldest oil asset in Kazakhstan, as Russia’s No 2 
producer seeks to boost its revenues by focusing on more profitable fields, four industry sources told Reuters.

Lukoil, Russia’s top private oil company, entered neighboring Kazakhstan in 1995, but output at its oldest field there has slowed to a 
trickle, while Lukoil’s need for cash is pressing as at least 100% 
of its adjusted free cash flow goes in dividends.

Following the sale, it would concentrate on Kazakhstan’s 
giant Tengiz and Karachaganak oilfields, in which it holds 
minority stakes, the sources said.

Other major oil companies have been streamlining 
portfolios after pandemic lockdowns and a deep fall in 
energy demand helped to drive oil prices to the lowest levels 
this century earlier this year.

The sources, who asked not to be named because they 
are not authorised to speak to the press, did not say 
how much the deal might be worth but said the buyer 
was a private company KVK Petroleum co-owned by 
Timur Kulibayev, a son-in-law of ex-Kazakh president 
Nursultan Nazarbayev.

Three of the four sources expected the deal to close 
this month.

Kulibayev already has interests in oil producing and oil 
servicing companies in Kazakhstan, as well as in other assets 
from financials to telecoms.

Lukoil did not reply to a Reuters request for comment. 
KVK Petroleum could not be reached.

Kazakh National Chamber of Entrepreneurs, where Kulibayev holds a 
senior management position, did not reply to a Reuters request for a comment.

The remaining 50% of Turgai Petroleum is owned by PetroKazakhstan, a 
joint venture between China’s state energy company CNPC and Kazakh state 
firm KazMunayGaz. Turgai operates the Kumkol oilfield, whose output has 
declined in the last decade to around 350,000 tonnes of oil per year.

“There is nothing left there. Obviously it’s for sale”, said a source 
familiar with Lukoil’s plans to sell the asset, which was the first the 
Russian company bought in Kazakhstan in 1995.

Oil produced by Turgai Petroleum is mainly supplied to the Kazakh 
Pavlodar refinery and to China via the Atasu-Alashankou pipeline.

Lukoil owns a 13.5% stake in the Karachaganak project, holds another 5% 
in Tengizchevroil and a 12.5% stake in Caspian Pipeline Consortium, which 
ships Kazakh oil to the Russian Black sea coast for further exports to Europe.

NUR-SULTAN (Dispatches) - Kazakh government officials noted positive economic 
indicators over the past 11 months and reported them during the Dec. 10 government 
meeting, the Kazakh Prime Minister’s press service reported. 

Construction and processing industries show significant growth, said Kazakh Minister of the 
Economy Ruslan Dalenov. The processing industry grew by 3.3 percent, where pharmaceuticals 
and car construction increased the most by 39.5 percent and 52.6 percent respectively. 

“The underlying drivers of positive dynamics remain investment in non-extractive sectors, 
economic lending, real sector growth and rebounded growth in services, as well as ongoing 
measures to support the economy,” said the minister. The service sector, which suffered the 
most from the coronavirus outbreak, is also showing positive signs. 

“The November figures show a recovery in the services sector. Particularly, trade increased by 
17.1 percent, arts, entertainment and recreation by 17 percent, technical activities by 15.9 percent, 
accommodation and catering services by 10.5 percent, administrative services by 10.5 percent, 
educational services by 7.6 percent and communications by 4.5 percent,” said Dalenov.

Over the past 11 months, the state budget received eight trillion tenge (US$19.1 billion) 
exceeding the planned budget by 4.7 percent, while the national budget received  
5.224 trillion tenge (US$12.5 billion). 

Speaking at the meeting, Kazakh Energy Minister Nurlan Nogayev said that oil and gas 
condensate production amounted to 78.5 million tonnes over the past 11 months, exceeding the 
nation’s plan by one percent.  Tengizchevroil which operates Kazakhstan’s major Tengiz and 
Karachaganak fields produced 24.3 million tons of oil, and the North Caspian Operating Company 

that covers Kazakhstan’s giant Kashagan field as well as 
Kairan and Aktoty produced 13.9 million tons of oil. 

Nogayev also spoke about the recent meeting of the 
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 
where the countries agreed on a modest production increase 
of 500,000 barrels per day starting January 2021. 

“This decision was taken for January 2021 only. 
Decisions for the following months will be taken from 
January 2021 onwards at monthly meetings with 
OPEC+ ministers taking into account the current 
situation in the oil market,” said the minister. 

In April, OPEC and non-OPEC allies agreed on a record 
slash in oil production amounting to 7.7 million barrels  
per day, or ten percent of global oil output after a slump in 
global oil demand amid the coronavirus outbreak. 

ROME (Dispatches) - After a volatile summer, industrial production was up a modest 1.3% MoM in October
When commenting on the extremely volatile industrial production data for August and September, we warned about 

the risk of over-interpreting their directional signals, and advised on waiting for the October release to get a better 
sense of the underlying direction. This has now been published and depicts a stabilizing production framework.

Italian industrial production increased by 1.3% month-on-month in October, after contracting 5.7% MoM in 
September and a surprisingly strong expansion in August. In working days adjusted terms, industrial production 
was down 2.1% year-on-year. Browsing the seasonally adjusted big aggregates breakdown, we note that the 
production of investment goods led the way (+2.6% MoM), followed by intermediate goods (+1.3% MoM) and 
consumer goods (+0.7% MoM), with energy production alone in negative territory (-3% MoM).

The October release leaves a flat statistical carryover to 4Q20 industrial production. As November marked the start of the soft 
lockdown Italy (and other Eurozone trading partners) is still partially in, we expect November industrial production to have 
contracted again. We would need an unlikely strong rebound in December to make industry a positive contributor to 4Q20 GDP 
growth. Even if that was the case, the polarization of the current lockdown measures on consumption-related service sectors 
(hospitality, bars and restaurant, leisure) will almost inevitably make services a clear negative contributor to 4Q20 GDP. Details 
from Istat confidence surveys for November point in that direction. Confidence was down, driven by increasing worries about 
future unemployment and by worsened expectations about developments in the Italian economic situation, creating the 
conditions for more precautionary savings. Not the most favourable environment for a consumption boon.

RIYADH (Dispatches) - Saudi-Korean 
relations continue to flourish, including in the 
field of intellectual property as the two 
nations thrive during a troubling year.

The Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property 
(SAIP) has been active since its inception in 
2017 and has signed agreements with the US 
Patent and Trademark Office, the Japan 
Patent Office and the Korean Intellectual 
Property Office (KIPO).

Speaking to Arab News, Dr. Yongrae Kim, 
commissioner at KIPO, said that his office has 
been the key partner for SAIP in implementing 
initiatives in areas such as establishing national 
IP strategies, nurturing IP specialists and 
developing an IP automation system.

Kim said that IP provided businesses with an 
incentive to create new values to achieve growth 
in quantity and quality based on innovation, and 
created values that would lead to their success.

“This then eventually contributes to the 
nation’s efforts to boost national competitiveness. 
With the understanding of such a significant role 
that intellectual property plays, many countries 
are putting their resources in to develop national 
IP strategies to further improve their economic 
environment,” he said.

With the continued spread of COVID-19 affecting 
the global economy, Kim said there had been initial 
concern over a possible shrinkage or slowdown in 
innovation efforts, especially in IP filing activities. 
“Despite this gloomy speculation, we’ve witnessed 
a steady increase in the flow of incoming IP 
applications filed domestically on contact or 
contactless technologies and services,” he said.

“Surprisingly, the total number of IP filings 
in Korea this year has risen compared to last 
year, and as far as I understand, a similar 
trend is being found in other countries, too.”

Kim thinks that this is in part due to the prompt 
support measures taken by many IP offices around 
the world to mitigate impacts on their users and 
applicants and protect their rights. “So, to ensure 
the continuity in innovation, SAIP and KIPO, for 
example, have entitled COVID-19-related 
applications to go through accelerated examination, 
and reduced fees and extended the time limits on 
certain actions for affected applicants.”

Kim said that the COVID-19 pandemic is 
fueling digital transformation across all economic 
and industrial sectors, and also promoting 
changes in the landscape of global trade such as 
the expansion of protectionism, growth of digital 
trade and reshaping of the global value chain. 
Kim believes that IP offices now need to gear up 
for accelerating digital transformation.

$500m ADB Loan to Expand Financial Inclusion in Indonesia
JAKARTA (Dispatches) - The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved a $500 million policy-based loan to support 
the Government of Indonesia’s efforts to expand financial access among micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises and 
marginalized groups such as women and youth.

The Promoting Innovative Financial Inclusion Program will help the government better target and track financial inclusion, 
improve the payments infrastructure, and strengthen the regulatory framework for digital financial services, data privacy, 
consumer protection, and financial literacy. The program will help build a more inclusive financial services sector, which will 
reduce poverty and inequality and support Indonesia’s long-term sustainable development.

“The program’s reforms support policy and technology enablers to foster innovations and boost financial inclusion by 
providing access to formal financial products and services, improving their quality, and increasing their use by financially 
underserved populations,” said ADB Financial Sector Specialist for Southeast Asia Poornima Jayawardana. “Financial 
inclusion will play an important role in Indonesia’s recovery from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic. More 
equitable, efficient access to financial products and services will support government measures to mitigate the pandemic’s 
economic and social impacts, rebuild livelihoods, and prepare for future economic shocks.”

The Financial Inclusion Insights Survey by the Indonesian National Council for Financial Inclusion shows the 
percentage of Indonesian adults with a bank account rose from 35% in 2016 to 56% in 2018. Despite the progress, 
Indonesia still lags behind neighbors such as Malaysia and Thailand.

Providing financial services to all is challenging in a country 
as geographically and culturally diverse as Indonesia, and 
significant disparities remain in access to a range of financial 
products among regions and population groups. Further, 
financial vulnerabilities are worsened by the COVID-19 
pandemic, as those without access to financial services also tend 
to lack savings or credit to weather the economic downturn.

ADB’s program supports the government’s goal of 
increasing the number of Indonesians using financial 
products or services offered by formal financial institutions 
to 90% by 2022, up from 76% in 2019. ADB has been 
supporting financial inclusion in Indonesia through 
lending and technical assistance since 2002, when it helped 
develop the microfinance sector to expand access to 
finance for micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises. 

ISLAMABAD (Dispatches) - The economic affairs 
ministry said that about 70 per cent of the total external 
public debt consisted of loans on fixed interest rates as 
of June 30, 2020, while the remaining 30 per cent loans 
were obtained on floating interest rates.

As of June 30, 2020, Pakistan’s total external 
public debt amounted to $77.9 billion, compared to 
$73.4 billion during the same period last year, 
showing a growth of 6 per cent.

Cash-strapped Pakistan contracted $10.447 billion 
worth of new foreign loans from multilateral 
institutions and commercial banks during the fiscal 
year 2019-20, almost one-fourth higher than previous 
year’s $8.4 billion, according to a media report.

According to the Annual Report on Foreign Economic 
Assistance 2019-20 released by the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, 99 per cent of the new commitments 
were for loans and the remaining 1 per cent in grant 
commitments, the Dawn News reported.

Out of the total new agreements of $10.447 billion, 
more than $6.79 billion financing agreements were 
signed with multilateral agencies, $3.463 billion 
with foreign commercial banks and $193 million 
with bilateral lenders.

The report said the high level of commercial 
financing worth $3.463 billion — accounting for  
33 per cent of the total new commitments — had been 
secured from commercial banks to refinance 
maturing commercial debt during the year.

Asian Development Bank (ADB) emerged as the 
largest lender with new commitments of 30 per cent, 
followed by World Bank 22 per cent, Islamic 
Development Bank (IDB) 7 per cent and Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) 5 per cent.

These financial institutions extended financing of 
about 98 per cent of the total new commitments.

The report said that 69 per cent of the new 
commitments during FY 2019-20 were made under 
the category of budgetary support.

Pakistan Economy Contracted 
$10.5b Foreign Loans in FY20

Lukoil to Sell Stake in 

Oldest Kazakh Asset

Italian Industrial Production Had a Soft Rebound in October

Kazakh Gov’t 

Officials Report 

Positive Economic 

Indicators

UAE’s Non-Oil Economy to Grow 3.6% in 2021
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“The reason that Turkey 
does not intend to convince 
Azerbaijan to accept Iran’s 
mediation as the sheikh 
(leader and elder) of the 
region lies in this issue that 
the unconstructive role of 
international actors like  
the OSCE Minsk Group 
(the U.S., Russia and 
France) is very calculated and bold for settling the 
dispute due to their differences over their interests, 
and continuity of the dispute and above all success of 
Azerbaijan will never be to the benefit of a 
sustainable peace in this geography.”

Now with recent Erdogan’s remarks, it is crystal clear that 
the Western-Arab-Hebrew current is seeking fracas in the 
region and goes ahead with an intention of secession in Iran 
and I have had no doubt and you should also have no doubt 
that Erdogan has smelt scent of kabab (barbecue) but he 
does not know it was the smell of branding the donkey. 

Good behavior of President Hassan Rouhani’s 
government with Erdogan in the past can witness its 
harmony or its inexperience, and the risk lies here 
when enemies are planning to dictate their secessionist 
policies, these Erdogan’s remarks are the telltale sign 
of a plot which has been disclosed through his mouth.

We should know that the danger of Erdogan of today 
is more than of Saddam Hussein because Saddam had 
no fraternization with the domestic current, and even the 
terrorist grouplet MKO members on the orders of 
London in 1979 turned to Saddam but Erdogan has had 
a weapon with the tool of Turkish language, so called 
pan-Turkism, and also finding friend in the process of 
coexistence with Iran government. Of course, I merely 
warn and do not intend to accuse anyone in the country.

“The fact that 66 projects are inaugurated in an 
underprivileged province and tens of other projects are also 
ready to come on stream at the peak of sanctions and at the 
peak of a famine affecting the Islamic Republic’s treasury 
-as this year’s hardship has been unprecedented- once again 
signifies a divine blessing,” Namaki stated.

In September, Namaki sent a letter to the World 
Health Organization (WHO), calling for a global 
campaign to end the U.S. illegal and unilateral 
sanctions against the Islamic Republic of Iran.

He, however, noted that the Taliban is a reality in 
Afghan national politics that cannot be ignored, and 
ignoring it means conflict and bloodshed.

The Foreign Ministry official said that he is on a 
visit to Afghanistan to discuss a strategic document 
with the Afghan Government. The document has five 
parts, four parts of which have already been finalized 
and the fifth part has neared the final stages. 

He expressed hope to finalize the document during 
this visit so that it can be signed by the presidents of 
both countries. Araqchi also referred to Khaf-Herat 
railway which was officially inaugurated on Thursday 
to join Iran and Afghanistan, saying the railway will 
lead to economic prosperity on both sides.

He said that Iran is also eager to extend the railway 
to northern and southern Afghanistan which will 
require further investments. Araqchi expressed 
concern about growth of narcotic drugs products in 
Afghanistan, saying that effective fight against drug 
trafficking requires a serious international resolve.

The top general handed over the ‘Order of Nasr’ to 
the family of Fakhrizadeh; an order which has been 
offered by the Leader of the Islamic Revolution 
Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei.

“Since the martyrdom of our nuclear and defense 
scientist, the enemies of the Iranian nation have not 
had a peaceful sleep as they are in fear and anxiety,” 
said the Major General.

Fakhrizadeh was assassinated on November 27 in Tehran. 
Military officials say the assassination has been carried out 
using weapons controlled by satellites and Artificial 
Intelligence and with weapons belonging to NATO.

Martyr Fakhrizadeh was a unique scientific and 
revolutionary figure and his martyrdom was a 
‘painful loss’ for the scientific community and armed 
forces, said Bagheri, adding that his students will 
surely follow in his footsteps.

He said that the ‘Order of Nasr’ is presented to 
significant researchers and national figures who have 
supported the defense front of the Islamic Establishment.

S. Korea Reports Highest Number of New Coronavirus Cases

Qatar Expects $9.5b Deficit Next Year on Lower Revenues

“The Ocean Behind the Window” 

To Vie at Dhaka Festival

TEHRAN (MNA) – The Iranian film “The ocean behind the Window” will be screened in the competition section 
of the 19th Dhaka International Film Festival in Bangladesh.

The Iranian film “The ocean behind the Window” directed by Babak Nabizadeh will be screened in the 
competition section of the 19th Dhaka International Film Festival (DIFF) in Bangladesh.

“The ocean behind the window” is the story of Borhan, a young and smart adolescent from a village on a faraway and 
beautiful island in which people have a hard life. He takes a group of tourists to the island’s spectacular visiting spots. 

Write It Saddam...

FROM PAGE 1

Health Minister...

FROM PAGE 1

Iran Dubious...

FROM PAGE 1

Response to Fakhrizadeh...

FROM PAGE 1

SEOUL (Dispatches) - South Korea on Saturday reported its highest daily number of coronavirus cases so far, with 
a surge centred on the capital region sparking fears the country could lose control of the spread.

Officials announced 950 new infections after several days reporting numbers ranging from about 500 to 600.
Some 669 were reported in the greater Seoul area on Saturday, according to the Korea Disease Control and 

Prevention Agency, prompting worries about a major outbreak in the densely populated area -- home to half the 
country’s 52 million people.

“This is the last hurdle before the roll-out of vaccines and treatments,” President Moon Jae-in said in a statement, 
calling the situation “very grave”.

“The government will make utmost efforts using the full administrative power” to bring the spread under control, he added.
An additional 150 testing centres will be set up in areas with heavy movement of people including train stations.
The new figure came despite the government’s tightening of social distancing rules in the capital area earlier this week.
The measures include a ban on gatherings of more than 50 people and spectators at sport events. Cafes can serve 

only takeaways, while restaurants must close by 9 pm, with only deliveries permitted afterwards.
Despite the changes, “people’s movement has not been reduced significantly”, senior KDCA official 

Lim Sook-young told a news briefing.
“Infections from personal face-to-face meetings have been continuing... Please cancel all such meetings,” she said.
Saturday’s figure takes the total number of recorded cases in the country to more than 36,800.

NEW DELHI (Dispatches) - Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi on Saturday said that although “India has been 
through ups and downs in 2020,” the country’s economic 
recovery from the setback of Covid-19 is “faster than 
expected” and “economic indicators are encouraging.”

Addressing the 93rd Annual Convention of FICCI, 
Modi emphasised on the priority given to “saving lives” 
during the pandemic and said that “the government’s 
policies and actions were oriented towards that.” 
Therefore, despite a rocky year for the Indian economy, 
“there is a roadmap for recovery,” Modi added.

On the foreign capital inflow front, Modi said that even 
during the pandemic, the country saw record foreign direct 
investments (FDIs) and foreign portfolio investments (FPIs).

India witnessed a better-than-expected economic 
recovery in the second quarter, therefore raising hopes 
for a better third quarter and subsequently a positive 
growth in the fiscal year of 2021-22.

The Indian economy witnessed a V-shape recovery as 
GDP recorded a quarter-on-quarter growth of 23 per cent 
in the July-September quarter, according to Finance 
Ministry’s Monthly Economic Review. The decline in the 
GDP narrowed to 7.5 per cent in the second quarter of this 
financial year, over 23.9 per cent in April-June quarter.

The Monthly Economic Review for the month of  
November said “this V-shaped recovery, evident at the 
half-way stage of 2020-21, reflects the resilience and 
robustness of the Indian economy. The fundamentals of the 
economy remain strong as gradual scaling back of lockdowns, 
along with the astute support of Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission 
has placed the economy firmly on the path of recovery.”

The GDP during the April-June quarter (Q1) had 
contracted by 23.9 per cent, the worst contraction in the 
history of the Indian economy, due to the nationwide 
Covid-19 lockdown during the bulk of the quarter.

In his address, the prime minister also touched on the recent 
farm laws, saying that these reforms would allow farmers to 
access new markets and technology, thereby increasing 
investments in India’s agriculture sector. Modi’s comments 
come at the backdrop of farmer protests witnessed against 
the three controversial farm laws across the nation.

DUBAI (Reuters) -Qatar 
set a 2021 budget of 194.7 
billion riyals ($53.5 billion), 
a 7.5% cut in expenditure 
from 2020, and forecast a 
deficit of 34.6 billion riyals 
next year on lower revenues

However, a conservative 
oil price assumption means 
the actual shortfall could be 
lower, analysts said.

The Persian Gulf state 
expects total revenues of 
160.1 billion riyals next year, compared with 211 billion 
riyals in the 2020 budget, based on an average oil price of 
$40 per barrel, the finance ministry said in a statement.

Oil revenues are expected to be 121.6 billion riyals 
next year, a 27.6% drop when compared to what was 
budgeted for 2020.

Crude oil prices provide a benchmark for gas prices, 
which has an impact on Qatar as one of the world’s 
biggest liquefied natural gas (LNG) exporters.

The $40 per barrel oil price assumption “reflects a 
continued policy of conservative revenue estimation to 
maintain a fiscal balance and minimize the impact of 
the fluctuation in energy prices on the state budget,” the 
finance ministry said.

James Swanston, MENA economist at Capital 
Economics, said the projected drop in revenue was 
slightly surprising but was likely a result of Qatar’s 
conservative oil price estimate.

“We anticipate Brent 
crude to rise to around $60 
per barrel by the end of next 
year and, on that basis, the 
budget deficit may be 
narrower,” he said.

Oil prices have recovered 
since tumbling to their lowest 
in almost two decades this 
year as the COVID-19 
pandemic hit demand, but 
they are still largely below 
last year’s levels.

Qatar’s projected deficit will be covered using available 
financial resources or through issuing debt in the local and 
international markets if needed, the ministry said.

Next year, Qatar plans to spend 72.1 billion riyals for 
major projects, the ministry said, including some related to 
the soccer World Cup, which the country will host in 2022.

That represents be a 19.9% annual reduction in 
spending on major projects. Qatar also plans to cut 
spending, though to a smaller extent, on salaries and 
wages and on current expenditure.

“The spending plans are broadly in line with 
expectations and well within Qatar’s ability to finance 
even if oil is at or below its assumption,” said Rory 
Fyfe, managing director at MENA Advisors.

Qatar could see its economy shrink by 4.5% this year, 
the International Monetary Fund has predicted. That 
would be the smallest contraction among Persian Gulf 
countries, it said.

BEIJING (Dispatches) - News emerged this week that China’s exports had surged by 
the highest monthly amount since December 2018, fuelled by a surge in demand for 
medical related supplies as the global COVID-19 pandemic continues to take its toll.

Chinese firms shipped $268 billion over the past month, 21% higher than the same 
period in 2019. This resulted in the country’s trade surplus surging to $75.4 billion, 
the largest total since 1990. The news is hardly a surprise given that China’s 
economy has long since returned to growth and rebounded quickly from early 
COVID-19 setbacks.

This will result in it being one of the only major economies in the world to end the 
year with positive GDP growth.

Such data ultimately shows the resilience and importance of China’s supply chains. 
It comes despite a tidal wave of anti-China sentiment over the past year seeking to 
scapegoat the country for starting the global pandemic, and subsequently promoting 
an argument for “decoupling” – the idea that Western countries should reduce their 
independence on China, and thus subsequently attempting to “repatriate” 
manufacturing back home or going elsewhere.

Chief among the advocates of such, of course, has been the Trump administration, 
which has sought to aggressively promote a Cold War-style confrontation against 
Beijing. Yet, even exports to the United States have increased despite the tariffs 
Trump has imposed.

What does this development tell us? It shows that China remains pivotal to the 
global economy, and will remain an industrial and manufacturing powerhouse 
central to and deeply integrated in the global commerce and supply chains.

With China’s level of infrastructure, workforce, connectivity and cost 
competitiveness, it is unrealistic to assume this can feasibly change in the short-term. 
Even if Trump’s trade war has been somewhat detrimental, it has ultimately not been 
a game changer to China’s economy. Given this, policymakers especially in the 
United States should stop attempting to envision an unrealistic scenario that 
economic ties between Washington and Beijing can be discounted.

In espousing a vision of “decoupling,” Washington’s Cold War enthusiasts look 
back towards America’s struggle with the Soviet Union in the latter half of the 20th 
century, whereby the world was largely divided into two distinct ideological blocs 
and were for the most part, economically separate from one another.

With the Western bloc having little trade or financial relations with the Soviet 
Union, the norm of “interdependence” – whereby countries mutually rely on ties 
with each other to uphold their prosperity and wellbeing, did not really apply.

What attracts anti-China hawks to nostalgia is that such a layout of the global 
economy allowed the United States to pursue “strategic competition” against the 
Soviet Union without facing any kind of consequences or economic repercussions 
against itself. Therefore, it is argued if the United States “decouples” from China and 
isolates it from its own sphere of influence, it can more confidently assert its interests 
against Beijing in a Cold War manner and “contain” China without restraint. Thus, the 

call is continually made to reduce economic, trade and investment ties with Beijing.
However, what these individuals fail to take into account is that the world has 

changed, and China is not the Soviet Union. Instead, it is a global manufacturing and 
industrial powerhouse deeply embedded into international business and commerce.

Moreover, it is the largest trading partner of numerous countries spanning every 
continent, as well as a leading investor and lender. In the midst of American 
aggression, it has sought to entrench this position by expanding its role in free trade 
agreements around the world.

This is apart from China’s own domestic market of 1.4 billion being the largest on 
Earth. The size of its labor force coupled with the size of its own demand 
subsequently means that profit margins are higher, and therefore the cost of 
production and sale of goods is naturally cheaper than anywhere else on Earth. This 
isn’t a “conspiracy” by the Communist Party of China to steal American jobs as the 
Trump administration claims, but a simple product of economics.

China’s export data makes it very clear that it remains pivotal in global industry 
and manufacturing. Its role in supply chains has proved to be very important in 
schemes such as the Belt and Road Initiative.

For example, the COVID-19 pandemic has seen the Europe-China freight railway 
has flourished as shipping and air cargo were rendered less reliable, with November 
having seen over 11,000 trains span the continent. Given this, U.S. policymakers 
should recognize that the concept of “decoupling” from China ultimately lacks 
feasibility and is expensive, and will only serve to isolate America in the long run.

Surge in China’s Exports Shows Its Importance to Global Economy

India’s Economic Recovery 
Faster Than Expected
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Everton Blame Covid 
For Record £140m Loss
LONDON (Dispatches) - Everton have announced club record 

losses of £139.9 million ($186 million) after the implications 
of the coronavirus pandemic significantly impacted revenues.

The Toffees said the impact of Covid-19 amounted to an 
unforeseen loss of £67.3 million due to a cut in matchday 
revenue and television rebates.

However, the figures show Everton would still have made a 
huge loss without the disruption of the pandemic after also 
posting a then-record loss of £111.8 million last year.

Ronaldo, Bronze Top FIFA 

“The Best” Finalists Lists

ZURICH (Dispatches) - The three finalists for FIFA’s ‘The 
Best’ awards were named on Friday with Robert Lewandowski, 

Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo topping the men’s list.
The award winners will be revealed on 17 December with 

England’s Lucy Bronze, Pernille Harder of Chelsea and the 
tall French defender Wendie Renard in the running for the 
women’s award.

Voting is equally weighted between on-line fan votes, some 
200 journalists, national team coaches and captains.
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PARIS (AFP) - Italy’s Marta Bassino 
won the women’s giant slalom in 

Courchevel on Saturday as triple overall 
World Cup champion Mikaela Shiffrin 
finished in fourth place.

Bass ino,  24 ,  added to  her  
season-opening victory at Soelden in 
mid-October to remain on top of the 
discipline’s standings and move up 
to second in the general table despite 
snowfall and testing fog in the 
French Alps.

Sweden’s Sara Hector was second 
0.46 seconds behind with Slovakia’s 
Petra Vlhova, who leads overall, in third 
at 0.59sec.

Shiffrin made a fateful error midway 
through the second run to conclude her 
run 1.70sec off the pace.

Shiffrin’s preparations for the 2020-2021 
campaign have been hit by the coronavirus 
as well as a back injury.

She was second and fifth in slalom  
in her season bow at Levi in Finland  
in November.

A second giant slalom will take place 
in the resort in France.

MADRID (Dispatches) - Real Madrid 
reignited their La Liga title push on 

Saturday beating leaders Atletico 2-0 as their city 
rivals suffered a first league defeat of the season.

Real, who salvaged their Champions League campaign in midweek by making the last 
16, moved to third in the table, three points behind Atletico.

It was a disappointing night for Diego Simeone’s side who had boasted a 26-match 
unbeaten run in the league, stretching back to February.

That was a run which consisted of 17 wins and nine draws. Real had been the last team 
to beat Atletico in the league.

“We confirmed the improvement we showed in many areas against Sevilla and Borussia, 
and gave another good display,” said Real coach Zinedine Zidane, reflecting on his side’s 
wins in the past week which have helped turn around the season.

“There are criticisms that hurt, but they also make you stronger.”
“We competed very well from minute one until the end, we must be satisfied with 

work well done.”
His team were in front after 15 minutes when Casemiro headed home a corner 

from Toni Kroos.
That was reward for Real’s early pressure which had seen Karim Benzema denied by a 

fine save from Jan Oblak moments earlier.
Real went 2-0 up after 63 minutes with Kroos again the provider.
His pass eventually fell for Dani Carvajal who unleashed a 30-metre drive which hit the 

post but was diverted into the net by the helpless Oblak.
The ‘keeper was credited with an own-goal for his troubles.
It was only the fourth goal conceded by the usually water-tight Atletico defence in  

11 league games this season.

ABU DHABI (Dispatches) - Red Bull’s 
Max Verstappen clinched his maiden 

pole position of the campaign on Saturday for 
the season-ending Abu Dhabi Grand Prix.

The Dutch driver edged Valterri Bottas in second and the Finn’s Mercedes team-mate 
Lewis Hamilton, who is racing for the first time since winning the championship after 
contracting coronavirus, in third for the Grand Prix.

It was Verstappen’s first pole since the 2019 Brazilian Grand Prix and the third of his career 
after clocking his best lap in one minute and 35.246 seconds to beat Bottas by 0.025 seconds.

The top three were separated by only 0.086sec, but it was a disappointment for 
Mercedes who missed out on pole for only the second time this year. Lance Stroll of the 
Mercedes-powered Racing Point team claimed the other.

Lando Norris, equalling his previous best, was fourth for McLaren ahead of Alex Albon 
in the second Red Bull and Carlos Sainz in the second McLaren.

Having said on Thursday he expected to claim ‘his seat’ for third place again, Verstappen 
was delighted.

“I am very happy with that. Luckily, for me, everything came together in that final lap.  
It seems like we have a decent top speed this weekend so, hopefully, this will work out for 
tomorrow,” he said.

“It’s a long season for everyone with a lot of races in a row so this was good for the whole team.”
His Red Bull team chief Christian Horner whooped with delight and described 

Verstappen’s lap as awesome.
“Very well deserved for Max,” said Horner. “He’s threaded it together and nailed an 

amazing lap at the end. He’s just made it happen himself.
“It’s been a long season on Saturday afternoons, but to finish the season on pole, we’ve 

just got to convert it now.”

LONDON (Dispatches) - Manchester United and Manchester City did their Premier 
League title ambitions little favors in a drab 0-0 draw at Old Trafford as Chelsea’s 

challenge also suffered a setback in a 1-0 defeat at Everton on Saturday.
The pressure on United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer was ramped up after his side 

crashed out of the Champions League with a midweek defeat at RB Leipzig.
The beleaguered boss desperately needed an uplifting result in the derby to win back some 

support, but there was little for either side of the Manchester divide to get excited about as 
both teams failed to fire. United have won just one of their last four games in all competitions 
and have only one win at Old Trafford in six Premier League games this term.

However, Solskjaer defended his side’s performance as they restricted City to just one 
big chance when David de Gea saved from Riyad Mahrez midway through the first-half.

“In my time against Manchester City that’s the best performance we have had. Not the 
best result but the best performance,” Solskjaer said.

“Tactically we knew they were going to give us some problems but defensively we were 
excellent. With the ball we didn’t create as much as we wanted.”

A draw leaves United still one point above City but the Red Devils are now eighth with 
Pep Guardiola’s men ninth.United were awarded a penalty two minutes into the second 
half when Kyle Walker kicked Marcus Rashford, only for the decision to be overruled by 
VAR as the forward had strayed offside in the build-up.

A penalty was the difference between the sides at Goodison Park as Everton fed off the 
atmopshere created by 2,000 fans for the first time since March to arrest their slide.

Ancelotti’s men had won just once in their previous seven games after a flying start to 
the campaign had taken them top of the table in early October. The only goal came on 22 
minutes when Dominic Calvert-Lewin was wiped out by a rash challenge from Chelsea 
goalkeeper Edouard Mendy and Gylfi Sigurdsson coolly slotted away the spot-kick.

Chelsea hit the post twice through Reece James 
and Mason Mount from shots outside the box, 
but were limited without the creative spark of the 
injured Hakim Ziyech and Christian Pulisic.

A first defeat in 18 games, excluding penalty shootouts, leaves Frank Lampard’s men 
still two points adrift of Tottenham and Liverpool who can extend that advantage at the 
top to five points when they are in action on Sunday.

Victory lifts Everton up to seventh and back to within one point of the top four.
At St James’ Park, Newcastle made a fast start on their first match since a coronavirus 

outbreak at the club led to last weekend’s clash with Aston Villa being called off.
Miguel Almiron scored the fastest goal in the Premier League this season after just 20 seconds.
West Brom levelled through Darnell Furlong, but Dwight Gayle scored the winner eight 

minutes from time to lift the Magpies up to 11th.
Villa are into the top half after Anwar El Ghazi’s last-gasp penalty beat Wolves 1-0 in a 

dramatic finale.
The visitors were reduced to 10 men five minutes from time when Douglas Luiz was 

shown a second yellow card.
But Nelson Semedo’s stoppage-time foul on John McGinn triggered El Ghazi’s penalty 

before Wolves midfielder Joao Moutinho was dismissed for a second yellow card just 
moments from full-time in a fractious local derby.

Manchester Derby Fires 

Blanks, Chelsea Suffer Defend

Caviezel Claims  

Val d’Isere Super-G

MILAN (Dispatches) -  Antonio Conte 
told Inter Milan fans on Saturday he 

needed time to turn Inter Milan into “a 
skyscraper” in European football.

Inter’s season in Europe is over after 
finishing bottom of their Champions League 
group, a third consecutive financially-
damaging exit in the first round.

“The fact that the league and Coppa Italia 
are all that remain for us is painful for me,” Conte told a press conference before Sunday’s 
Serie A game against Cagliari.

“Our elimination from the Champions League burns and those who know me know how 
I’m feeling about it.

“I want to send a message to Inter fans, we’re not giving in to those who hope to destroy 
what we are trying to create after a year and a half of work. “There is too much negativity, 
even if I understand that there is impatience after ten years without trophies.

“But we started from the ground up, we need time. Once the base has been built, one can 
think of the skyscraper, the kind Inter fans deserve.”

Inter are second in Serie A, five points behind leaders AC Milan.
The 18-time champions have not won the league since 2010, having finished runners-up 

last season.
But Conte, who led Juventus to the first three in their current run of nine consecutive 

Serie A titles, said he had not shirked from the difficulties he knew existed when he took 
over in 2019.

“The situation wasn’t the best but I knew that and I still wanted to try to take Inter back 
to where they deserve to be,” continued Conte, who also won the Premier League and FA 
Cup with Chelsea.

“On a financial level, we knew that it’d be difficult due to the COVID emergency, but 
we remain united.

“Now we have to focus on the championship, then when the cups start again we will 
have, for now, two games fewer to play than the others.

“This is the advantage we have for now.”

Bassino Wins  

With Shiffrin  

Fourth at 

Courchevel Giant 

Real Madrid Take 
Derby Honors

Verstappen 
Claims First 
Pole of Season 

PARIS (Dispatches) - Switzerland’s 
Mauro Caviezel showed he had 

returned to form after an achilles injury 
by claiming victory in the men’s super-G 
at Val d’Isere on Saturday, the first speed 
event of the World Cup season.

The 32-year-old timed 1min 01.34sec 
in snowy conditions in the deserted 
French Alpine resort, finishing 0.10sec 
ahead of Norway’s Adrian Smiseth 
Sejersted, with Austrian Christian Walder 
rounding out the podium at 0.54sec.

“It’s incredible,” said Caviezel after his win 
on a course on the Oreiller-Killy piste 
shortened by a third because of poor visibility.

“I didn’t feel 100 percent and I’ve still 
got some work to do, but it augurs well 
for what’s to come.”

France’s Alexis Pinturault came in 
seventh, a result that saw him go atop the 
overall World Cup standings.

BERLIN (Dispatches) - Borussia 
Dortmund coach Lucien Favre 

admitted his side suffered a “disaster” in the 
Bundesliga title race on Saturday after 
being routed 5-1 by VfB Stuttgart to suffer 
their heaviest home defeat in over a decade.

Stuttgart’s Congo winger Silas 
Wamangituka netted twice in the romp 
which piled the pressure on Favre with 
fifth-placed Dortmund now five points 
behind leaders RB Leipzig.

“Things went mercilessly wrong,” admitted 
Dortmund defender Mats Hummels.

“We shot ourselves in the foot every 
few minutes.”

Dortmund have taken just a point in 
their two league games since star striker 
Erling Braut Haaland was ruled out until 
January with a hip injury.

Stuttgart’s relentless pressing and 
sloppy Dortmund defending resulted in 
the visitors scoring four unanswered 
second-half goals.

“We are not a team that can defend 
well, that has to be said quite clearly,” 
fumed Dortmund captain Marco Reus, 
while Favre admitted it was “a disaster”.

Dortmund Suffer Worst Home 
Defeat in More Than Decade

Conte Tells Inter Fans He needs Time to Build Skyscraper


